
What links square and circle, black and white? Set by Māyā 

 

Across 

1 Voilà, a lout has been captured by two 
supporters (11) 

7/28 Spooner's short trip and trinkets an 
apparent source of rabbits for 27 (3,3) 

9 Sweetener as originally supplied by Gauls for a 
goulash (9) 

10 Cards to treat alternative? (5) 

11 Roman coinage for woman (5) 

12 Digger getting copper over aluminium right 
on a small scale (9) 

13 Rise of patriarch and sugar magnate (8) 

15 Cloaks? Could be I guess (6) 

18 Pick nibbles, say (6) 

19 An arm and a leg beginning to go after quiet 
five-pointed star (8) 

22 Three rule victory has been cut short by 
disease particles (9) 

24 Brown drink holding constant (5) 

26 One heard chant of sweetener (5) 

27 Practitioners of 23 may fool deciders in case 
(9) 

28 See 7 

29 Crippled foe falling for a practitioner of 23 
(11) 

Down 

1 Passages artist's written up for football club (7) 

2 Jessica's other half sometimes heard without? (5) 

3 Minion is said to be one of the world's pre-eminent 
novelists (9) 

4 They may say "welcome" a lot holding rat's head and 
headless rats (8) 

5 Christian concealing very loud floor (6) 

6 Upper storey helping to make crystal lattice (5) 

7 Stir peel with cold mash to make liqueur (6,3) 

8 Airborne soldiers hold back reasonable food items (7) 

14 One producing charms to soothe the savage breast to 
visit lion, perhaps (9) 

16 Ended in the direction of murder of suitable quality 
(2,2,5) 

17 Trust divinity to spike ascending with church (8) 

18 The fact is, leaders constrained by money create fake 
online profiles (7) 

20 Pleased about having slipped away? (7) 

21 This Latin vessel causes a minor obstacle (6) 

23 Computer holds soldier to be illusion (5) 

25 Pressure mounted on written language (5) 
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